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PIRE ilT PISH M8AL I1ir M.V. "MOCAllEIlES"

by

P. C. Bowes and K. N. Palmer

INTROWCTION

A fire was discovered in fish meal in the lower No. 3 hold of
M.V. "Mocamedes"'on 29th July, 1953. The ship was berthed at
Greenland Dock, Surrey Commercial Docl:s, London.

The incident was visited on 29th July by the authors by invitation
of, and in company .Iith, Assistant Divisional Officer Shepherd of the
Fire Prevention Branch, London Fire Brigade Headquarters, and again on
30th July by one of us (P. C. B.) with Station Officer Box, also of the
Fire Prevention Branch. An account of the early stages of the Lncd.derrt
was obtained from Assist~nt Divisional Officer Selwood of "c" Division
staff, London Fire Brigade.

HISTORY 01' mCIDENT

M. V. "llli:>camedes" was loaded with fish meal, in 10J 1'0 gunny bags,
by native labour at Halvis Bay, South West Africa. The loading of
No.3 hold was begun on or about 20th June, 1953, and was'com?leted in
three days. According to a Ship's Officer the weather at the time of
loading was hot and very humid during the day and cold and foggy during
the night, when considerable surface condensation occurred. ,

The ship sailed for England on 29th June, and berthed at Surrey
Commercial Dock on 23rd July. Holds No.1, 2.' and 2a were unloaded
first and no heating in the fish meal was reported. Unloading of Hold
No.3 was be~un on 28th July and the main deck and part of the 'tween
deck (Pig. 1) were cleared by the end of the day, but the hatch cover
of the lower hold was not exposed.

Early on the morning of 29th July a member of the crew noticed
that the starboard ventilator A (}~g. 1), communicating with the lower
No. 3 hold, was warm and smoke was issuing from it. The Pire Brigade:
was called at 02·09 hours.

The }~re Brigade removed the after part of the hatch cover of the
lower hold and found that the hold was hot and contained smoke. The
topmost bags of fish meal in the lower ho Id were very damp and covered
wi,th white fungus. On removing bags a seat of fire was found in the
position indicated by the shaded area "B" in Pig. 1. The fish meal and
jute bags were char-red and were smouldering slowly; no flame at all was
encountered.

AUTHORS' OBSERVA'l'IONS

First visit (29th July). Removal of the affected fish meal was in
progress and the seat of the fire had apparently been reached. The
meal was charred to a dark chocola.te brovm and was smoking slightly
and, since the bags had disintegrated, it was being removed by shovel
and basket. In addition to a small amount of smoke in the hold there
was a smell of ammonia.

Some bags of damaged fish meal were examfned on the quaysade , 'rhe
meal was charred and caked and, when a lump was split open, it was
found to be a uniform dark oroym coloue thi'oogr~~t and ~as not j~ the
centre. The bag fabric was gC;1er~.1lJ' c;1~r"d bzown but, in places, 'Nas
more completely carbonized and disirt.egrated. It ~p~earAd that
curbom.zata.on of the bag f'ubr'Lc occur-z-ed in places wher-e the .:'o..oric
WOuld probably have been expoced to air, as in channel.s be·~~!"c!! bags
in the hold. In other, less damaged , bags the meal showed va:-ying
degrees of darkening in co Lour ,
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The removal of undamaged bags in the lower hold hatchway had been'
carried only far enough to permit easy access to the affected are" B.
The bags still in position appeared to be clean and in good condition
and were generally cool, but on thrusting the hand into channels
between bags some warmth could be felt.

A narrow passage ran between the bags over the prope~ler-shaft

tunnel. At two points on the port side of this passage hot spots had
been f'ound by the 1"ire Br-i.gade , At these po.i.nts there were channels
between the begs which were large enough to admit the hand easily and
Which, a ahort distance in, felt very hot. In the entrance to one of
the channels there were oily droplets adhering to the bags. The opinion
was formed that these hot spots v/ere' flues communicating with a deep
seated fire.

Second visi'c ('10th July). Unloading was being carried out b3' stevedores
with the :&':!.re Brigade e t andi.ng 'uy. The lower hold had been cleared. down
to th" level of the top of tl,e propller-shaft t unne). and t~p. area
affected by the maan fire (B) had been c.le ar-ed .compfete Iy, It could be
seen that the stowage was divided into sections by n~.ITOW transverse
spaces indicated in the p.Lan , Pig. 1, and dunnage was placed across the
propeller-shaft tunnel as show~. This or similar dunnage was encountered
i:1 the passage, between tr~ bags, explored on the first vicit.

There was a hot spot in the position indicated by the shD.de~ ~ea 0
in :&'1g. 1. :&'aint wisps of smoke appeared from between the bags
occasionally. As bags were removed from this area hot, darkened, bags
were uncovered and an increasing area of damage was evident. Only a few
layers of'bags were removed from the heated region, however, as thc
atevedores tended to concentrate on the undamaged bags. It seemed
probable that the hot spots in the passage between the bags (first
visit) were flues communicating with the heated area C.

Further- hot spots were reported, by the Fire Brigade Sub-Off:i.cer
in charge, in the placas indicated approximately 's¥ the. areas D and E
in Fig. 1. These were not uncovered in the presence of the authcr
(P. C. B. ).

It was noticed that a number of the bags being brought from the
hold were froy"C: and holed, and the fish meaf, leaking out vias darkened
slightly.

S?2HT1J1~OUS HEATTI1C· TESTS ON PISH l:c..&L

011 ~:bb :':ll'St vi.s i.t tyro s cmp.les of' ::'ish meal were 1;ak.e~ from bags
or. thu qu\.trsiuE::. One consi aced of undamaged meaL, and the other was
:!!"al ·.~'ro ch had been \,eD.ted ·to some degree and was darkered in celour.

A test of t he Mackey type with co:-rcrolled air flow 1 wa£ ca:cried
oat on each sample to detect eny tenaency of the meal to undergo
spontaneous heating by oxidation. Specimens were packed at densities
of 0·49 - o. 64 e/cm3 in paper cylinders 3.5 crn diameter and with a
packing length of 7 - 8 em, The air flow was 300 cm3/min. The first
test carried out showed that self-heating either did not occur or it
reached completion at a slow rate during the initial heating of the
specimen to the temperature of the enclosure, 10000. In further tests
t her'ef'ore the initial heating up to 94 - 960 C in three hours was
carried out in an atmosphere of nitrogen; air wus then passed through
for a further four hours, In all cases t he tem;:"n'~.~=e ocntanucd to
rise: slo"r.rIy to a steady valuc cf 98 - 99°(: ::.aJ. ·~~.1.€'}1'6 W":'8 no E:i.gn .,)f
self-heating.
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In order to test for the occurrence of heating due to microbiological
activity in the meo.L, 140 g of t he undamaged meal was mo'i s tened with
the quantity of water necessary to increase the moisture content to
20 per cent (from the initial value' of 8 per cent), and stored in a pint
dewar flask in a constant-temperature roon at 25.50C. Th~ temperature
of the meal behaved in the manner shown in 1~g. 2. Except for var'La
tions which were related to variations in the room temperature (due to
unusually high d~ temperatures) the temperature remained virtually
stationary for four days and then rose to 42. SoC in a i,eriod of twenty
four hours. It then fell slowly but remained above 400c: for two days
before falling more rapidly to near room temperature by the tenth day.
At the end of the test the fish meal was mouldy throughout and had an
average moisture content of 19 per cent.

In moist vegetable matter it is possible for the temperature to
rise to about 700 C as thermophilic bacteriSi>become active, but the
passage '(;0 this stage usually requires smal:ler heat losses or, wha,t is
in effect the same thing, 'larger masses of' material than are possible
in en experiment on the dewarf'las!;: s caLe , The present test could riot
therefore be expected to show vrhether temperatures as high as 70°0"
could be reached by biological activity in the fish meal.

nEVI:2'o:!

~'ish meal is the dried and ground residue of' whole fish or fish
scrap that has been cooked and has had the oil extracted. The meal is
recognized in the industry as being liable to heat spontaneously, and
even ignite, if stored in bulk immediately a~ter preparation. The
heating 1's due to oxidation" of the residue of oil. usually 5 - 12 per
cent, present in the meal.

, According to Harrison 2 it is normal practice for the ungr-ound ""
material "from the drier to be spread out on the floor" for 24 to 4.8 hours
before grinding; alternatively the dried material is ground and bngged
immediately and the bags are allowed to stand 24- to 72 hours before
stacking. The bags of meal prepared from material cured on the floor
before grinding are allowed to stand loosely s taeked for 24 to !J-8 hours
before ~inal close stacking. During the first six to twelve hours the"
temperatures in the centre 'of a bag m~ rise by 50 - 1000 F (28 - 56°C).
Harrison 2 has published curves showing a temperature rise of this
order in Herring meal and Sardine meal i,1 burlap bags. '2:'11e degree o.:f.':
he~ting is less for leas oi~ fish. It appears tr~t spontan~ous he~ting
due to oxi.datd.on may be reduced, or even prevented, by pack.ing the mea.I '
in multiwall paper bags 2, 3, 4.

Two sources 5, 6 give 6 and 12 per cent as the lOVier and upper
limits respectively of mgisture content for the safe storage of fish
meal in jute bags; one states explicitly that meal which has been
over-dried or packaged above 1000 J!1 is dangerous, The reason for the
existence of the Lower' limit is not clear. unless it is t hat material
whi.ch has been over-dried is, at the same time, overheated and is'
therefore ur-dergoing oxidation at a high rate.

Results of tests' by Lewis 7 do not, so 'far," show any de"finite
relationship between the self-heating due to oxidation and the
moisture content of the meal. Observations of self-he~ting in b~gs

of cured pilchard meals with moisture contents of 14 and 22 per cent
have been reported 8. Increases of temperature" occurred in .the bags
within 12 hours and again after six d~s as folloITs:-

Moisture content
(;~)

1!l
22

Temperature rise (OF)
12 hr-s, 6 d80's

9
20

-------_.,-------------" ------_.._-
/:
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~heinitial temperatures are not ~tated. No expl~,ation of these
results is advanced but it is probable that the second temperature
rise was due to microbiological activity.

DISCUSSIOli

. The occurrence of widely separated and, as far as'could'be seen,
unconnected centres of heating in the fish meal, each 'well'inside the
separate "s'tacks'' in .the Lower; hold of ltV .. "Mocamcdes"; a trongly
suggests that 'widespread aporrtaneous heating occured, arid that the fire
was due to this cause •. ,The heo.ting must have been in progress for a
considerable period; tn.e·fact. that it was not evident until after the
ship ber-thedmay ,be a, mere co.i.nci.dence or may be related to the change
in ventilation conditions when -<he ship became stationary.,

7he damp and mouldy condition of the top bags found on opening.
the lower hold mf>Y have been due to the condensation of moisture,
under the lower deck, driven from the centres of heating. It does
not necessarily indicate that the fish meal in tile lower No. 3 hold
had a higher moisture content when stowed than the meal elsewhere in
the ship.. The' author-s obtained no information whi.ch indicated that the
meal in .the lower, hold had been exposed to, for example, rain on the
quaysade before loading. The humid conditions prevailing at the time
of loading should have affected the whole cargo equally. Thus, althcugh
it has .been shown experdment.al.Iy that the moistened meal is capable of
self-heating it does not follow that an exce seave moisture content.. ·
was responsible for the heating that.-occurred in the lower Ilo , 3 hold.

In the light of the known behaviour of fish meal the most probable
explanation for the spontaneous heating that can be suggested is that
the meal in the lower No.3 hold was stowed· too soon after preparation.'
If all the mee.L in No. 3 hold belonged to one consignment, that on the,'
'tween deck and main deck t~uld ~~ve had a longer period in which ~o

approach complete oxidation before stowage. A period of 24 hours'or'
so could be expected to make' a large difference to the sto.te of ....
oxidation of fresh meal and, it must be remembered, the loading of
No. 3 hold took th:ree days. ConfirlllD.tion, or otherwise, of this
explanation requires. a detc.iled knot/ledge of the actual history of
the meal irnrolved,·,;'.lid tll',s i3 net available.

The failure to observe B,ny tendency to heat in the test for self
heating by oxidation was probably due to the fact that the oxidation
was complete in the samples tested.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The fire in the fish meal in the lower No. 3 hold 0-:: J.i. V. "i.l'oc;ar,ledes"
was probably caused by spontaneous heating of the fish meal.

' ..'

2. 'I'he spontaneous heating may have been due to the meal being stowed "'~

in the hold too soon after preparation. ,.,' ',',
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